ABSTRACT. It is shown that if the operator (Lx)(t) = x(t) -A(t)x(t) is semi-Fredholm, then the differential equation x = A(t)x has an exponential dichotomy on both [0, oo) and (-oo,0]. This gives a converse to an earlier result.
Introduction.
In [4] it was shown that if the linear system (see below for notations) defined by ( 
2) (Lx)(t) = x(t) -A(t)x(t)
is Fredholm. The object of this note is to prove a converse to this.
Statement of the theorem.
We denote by A(t) an n x n matrix-valued function, bounded and continuous on an interval J, and by X(t) a fundamental matrix for system (1) . System (1) is said to have an exponential dichotomy on J if there is a projection P(P2 = P) and constants K > 1, a > 0 such that ¡X^PX-^s)]^ Ke~a^-s) (s<t), \X(t)(I -P)X~l)(s)\ < Ke-^8-^ (s > t).
We denote by BC(J) the Banach space of bounded continuous functions x: J -► Rn with the norm ||z||=8Up|x(t)| teJ and by BCl(J) the Banach space of continuously differentiable functions x: J -> R" bounded together with their derivatives, where in the latter space we use the norm ||z||i = sup |a;(t)| + sup |¿(í)|. teJ teJ
With system (1) we associate the bounded linear operator L: BCl(J) -» BC(J) defined by (2) and denote by ^ (L) and R(L) its nullspace and range. In Lemma 4.2 in Palmer [4] it was shown that if equation (1) Thanks are due to Andrew Coppel for his suggestions concerning the work in this paper.
3. Proof of the Theorem.
To prove the theorem we need two lemmas. PROOF. First let J = [0,co). Then any solution x(t) of equation (4) can be written as (5) x(t) = X(t)X-1(0){C + X(0) Í X~1(s)f(s)ds}.
Jo
Since / has compact suport, there exists r > 0 such that f(t) = 0 for t > r. Then we see that for t > t, /OO r(t)f(t)dt.
-00
In particular, this means that dimjV(T*) < 00.
PROOF. Let J be a half-line and let / G BC(J) be of compact support. Then by Lemma 1 / is in R(L) and hence in R(T). So /,== Tx for some x G(£. Therefore, if aGJV(T*), a(f) = a(Tx) = (T*a)(x)=0.
This holds for all functions / in &~ of compact support; these functions are dense in ^ and a is continuous. So a = 0, as required. Now let J = (-00,00) and suppose a G yV(T*). The following argument was suggested by Shilov [5, p. 25] . Let (¡>(t) be a positive function of compact support with /^ 4>(t) dt = 1. Let / G ^ be of compact support and define /oo X-\s)f(s)ds.
Then we see that /(f) has compact support and f^°tx>X~x(t)f(t)dt = 0. So by Lemma 1, / is in R(L) and hence in R(T). That is, f = Tx for some x in &'. Then since ae/"(r),
Then it follows from (7), (8) and a simple calculation that a(f) = f^° tp*(t)f(t) dt, where
Xi(t) being the ith column of X(t) and. xpi(t) thé transpose of the ith row of X_1(i).
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Certainly ip(t) is a solution of the adjoint equation (3) and, using (6) , for all functions / G &~ of compact support, I/: r(t)f(t)dt = !«(/)!< NI It follows that X!^ \ip(t)\dt < \\a\\ < oo. Then a and / -♦ ¡^ ip*(t)f(t) dt are both bounded linear functional defined on 9~ and coinciding on the dense subset consisting of the functions of compact suport. So (6) holds for all / G &, as required.
Conversely, suppose ip(t) is a solution of the adjoint equation (3) Suppose now J = (-00,00). It is an exercise to prove that since {R(T)}° =
Jf(T*) and dimyT(T*) < 00, then R(T) is saturated (Taylor [6, p. 225]). That is, R(T) =° {Jf(T*)} := {/ G ^: a(f) = 0 Va G JY(T*)}. By Lemma 2 this means that / G R(T) if and only if /^ ip*(t)f(t) dt = 0 for all
solutions ip(t) of the adjoint equation (3) satisfying f^ \ip(t)\ dt < 00. Now let i>i(t),ip2(t), ■ ■ ■ ,ipm(t) be a basis for the subspace of solutions tp(t) of equation (3) We also suppose the equation has a homoclinic solution; that is, a solution c(i) -> 0 as |£| -> 00. Then stable manifold theory tells us that ç(t) and ç(t) -* 0 exponentially as |t| -* 00.
We consider the variational equation (1) bounded on (-00,00). Since the dimensions of the subspaces of solutions bounded on the half-lines are 1, it follows that 0(i) is, up to a scalar multiple, the unique solution of (1) bounded on (-00,00). Hence dimJS(L) = 1.
We also see by inspection that m = m -m is a bounded solution of the adjoint equation (3) . From the proof of Lemma 4.2 in Palmer [4] , the subspaces of the bounded solutions (on (-00,00)) of equations (1) and (3) have the same dimension (in this case). So up to a scalar multiple, ip(t) is the unique bounded solution of (3). Moreover it follows from the same lemma that /(*) = fi(t) hit)
is in the range of L if and only if /OO /-OO r(t)f(t)dt= / [i(t)fi(t)-mf2(t)]dt = o.
-00 j-00
Now /OO /-OO iP*(t)(Ni4>)(t)dt= mi(t)dt = 0, -00 J -00 /OO /»OO x¡j*(t)(N2<t>)(t)dt= j ¿(t)2dt>0.
-OO J -OO So N2 in R2 t> £ R(L) and the Proposition implies there is a neighborhood O of (0,0) and a curve passing through the origin such that when (pi,u2) G O, dim J^(L +■ piNi + p2Ar2) = 1 if (pi,p2) is on the curve and = 0 otherwise.
